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X-ray reflectivity studies of liquid metal and alloy surfaces
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Surface-induced atomic layering at the liquid/vapor interface in liquid metals has been observed using x-ray
reflectivity on sputtered clean surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. A well-defined quasi-Bragg peak is
obtained for surfaces of elemental Ga and a Ga-In alloy at large wave vectorsqz;2.3–2.5 Å21. These results
are an unambiguous indication of atomic layering with an interlayer spacingd;2p/qz52.5–2.7 Å. For liquid
Ga, the amplitude of the electron-density oscillations, which is significantly underestimated by existing theory
and molecular simulation, decays with a characteristic length of 6 Å, which is twice that of Hg. Results on the
alloy show a clear enrichment of indium at the topmost surface layer, consistent with the Gibbs adsorption rule.
The enrichment consists of a single monolayer, with subsequent layers at the bulk eutectic composition. In
order to suppress mechanically excited surface waves, the measurements were performed on thin liquid metal
films (,0.5 mm deep!, which leads to a macroscopically curved surface due to the large surface tensions in
liquid metals. The experimental challenges posed by measurements on curved surfaces and the techniques that
were developed are discussed in detail.@S0163-1829~97!01324-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid metal interfaces play an important role in ma
technologies, from basic metal production processes
smelting and refining processes, where nucleation of
bubbles and slag/metal reactions are of crucial importanc
more sophisticated metal forming processes like zone m
ing, casting, and brazing. Each of these technologies
greatly influenced by the unusually high surface tens
found in liquid metals which reflects the ordering differenc
between the surface and bulk.1 The details of these differ
ences and, in particular, their temperature dependence
the solid/liquid phase transition are still poorly understo
and are at the focus of an extensive research activity ove
past decades.2 For example, effects like supercooling of
liquid metal below its melting temperature and facet prem
ing in a metallic crystal were explained in terms of
negative3 or positive4 surface entropy, respectively, whe
the reduced entropy in the first case is due to ordering in
liquid at the liquid/crystal interface, and the excess entro
in the second case is due to the reduced dimensionality a
surface. Understanding both the phenomenology and mi
scopic physics of surface-induced order is very mu
needed, and although there have been major efforts to un
stand supercooling and premelting, structural data on the
cess order at liquid metal surfaces remain almost none
ent.

Theory5–10 and simulation11–16 have suggested that th
density normal to the liquid/vapor interface, averaged la
550163-1829/97/55~23!/15874~11!/$10.00
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ally over several atomic diameters, of a liquid metal is atom
cally stratified. Conversely, it is now well establishe
through computer simulation17 and theory18,19that the liquid/
vapor interface for simple dielectric liquids follows a simpl
monotonic profile. The prediction of layering at liquid met
surfaces is thus a rather remarkable prediction, which dis
guishes metallic from dielectric liquid surfaces.

Atomic layering at the surface of a liquid metal can
explained from consideration of the metal as a charged,
teracting two-component liquid: a fluid of classical ions th
strongly couple via a Coulombic interaction to the condu
tion electron fluid of Fermi particles. According to Rice an
co-workers,13 the combination of the density dependence
the particle-particle~ion-ion! interactions, the strong Cou
lomb interactions that try to maintain a local charge neutr
ity, and the quantum nature of the conduction electrons le
to a situation where the ‘‘single-particle’’ energy density
strongly inhomogeneous. This leads to a sharp transition
gion from the liquid to its vapor and a well-defined layer
ions at the interface; this topmost layer of ions subseque
introduces layering to the underlying liquid ions, and t
‘‘surface-induced’’ layering extends;2–4 atomic diameters
into the bulk liquid metal. Although this idea is persuasive
has proven to be difficult to quantitatively model the diso
dered liquid metal surface, either in simulations or analy
theories, which is evidenced by the various approaches
approximation different authors have employed over
years.6 Furthermore, until recently, surface-induced layeri
in liquid metals has not been unambiguously demonstra
experimentally.20,21
15 874 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 15 875X-RAY REFLECTIVITY STUDIES OF LIQUID METAL . . .
Although the interatomic interactions are significantly d
ferent for metallic and dielectric liquids, it is interesting
note that simulations show the appearance of atomic laye
at the interface between dielectric liquids and a hard wa17

Since surface tensions for liquid metals are much gre
than those for dielectric liquids, it is plausible that the diffe
ences between the two types of liquid surfaces can be
plained in terms of an ‘‘effective’’ hard wall that arises fro
the specific electron-electron and electron-ion interaction
the surface. Regardless of the particular value of the ma
scopic surface tension that governs the excitation of lo
wavelength capillary waves, it seems likely that excitation
short-wavelength capillary fluctuations on metallic surfac
will be more costly in energy than on dielectric surfaces, a
consequently the liquid metal surface will behave like
smooth hard wall that introduces local layering to its topm
layers. Although it is appealing to relate high surface te
sions to an effective hard wall, exceptions, such as so
alkali metals~e.g., Cs!, should not be overlooked.13

Several different experimental probes have been
ployed in the past to study the liquid/vapor interface of m
als. Macroscopic experiments~e.g., surface tension, wetting
adsorption, etc.! cannot provide direct microscopic informa
tion on the structure of the liquid surface. Scattering exp
ments, however, can provide subnanometer resolution d
mination of the structure of the liquid/vapor transition zon
Early optical reflectance and ellipsometry experiments
liquid Hg ~Ref. 22! showed the existence of a transition r
gion of subnanometer thickness but lacked the resolutio
resolve its internal structure. More recent electron-diffract
measurements were also unable to distinguish betwee
monotonic and layered density profile model for t
interface.23 The surface rigidity and corrugation of sever
liquid metals24 was probed using scattering of inert gas
oms. Ga, In, and Bi were found to have a stiffer a
smoother surface than organic liquids, indicating a rat
sharp transition zone from liquid to vapor.

With x-ray techniques, it is straightforward in principle
observe surface layering in liquid metals but technically v
challenging. To observe layering on a scale defined by
length d, the x-ray reflectivity measurements must be e
tended to wave-vector transfers beyondq2;2p/d. If there is
layering, as has been observed at some liquid crystal surf
with d on the order of a few nanometers,25 there is a quasi-
Bragg peak in the specular reflectivity atqz;2p/d, which is
due to the constructive interference of the reflected x r
from underlying layers. The fact that this peak is confined
the specular condition allows the reflectivity technique
distinguish surface structure from the bulk structure. The
ficulties associated with measurements on liquid metals
primarily due to the largeqz range (;3 Å21) that must be
attained to establish atomic layering (d;2.5 Å! and the con-
sequently low x-ray reflectivity, of order 1029 at this large
qz . It should be noted that x-ray measurements over a s
lar qz range on simple dielectric liquid surfaces~e.g., water,
methanol, ethanol, etc.! are even more difficult and have no
yet been achieved. The primary reason for this is that
mean-square amplitude of the thermal roughness due to
illary waves is comparable to the layer spacing.26–28When
this is combined with the lower electron density than,
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example, Ga or Hg, the anticipated reflectivity is extrem
small and would be very difficult to measure.

Previous measurements by Bosioet al.29 and Kawamoto
et al.30 on liquid Ga extended toqz;0.6 Å21 or to a length
scale d;10 Å. These measurements confirmed that
liquid/vapor interfacial region is relatively sharp, with n
deviations from the average structure extending beyond
Å. Although the results of Bosioet al.31 could be modeled
with an atomically layered density profile, their coarse re
lution allowed an equally good modeling by a monoton
profile, as shown by the authors. For Ga, with an atom
diameterd;2.5 Å, the signature of atomic layering is ex
pected to be a peak in the specular reflectivity nearqz;2.4
Å 21. In addition, Ga readily oxidizes,32,33 and ultrahigh
vacuum ~UHV! and surface cleaning techniques were n
employed by Bosioet al.31 but have been utilized by Kawa
moto et al.30 and Reganet al.21 The experiments presente
here have relied on UHV conditions and measurements
extend out to qz;3 Å21 to unambiguously establish
surface-induced atomic layering. This approach differs s
stantially from measurements on Hg,20 which are simplified
by its relatively small reduction potential that consequen
allows the surface to be kept oxide free by enclosing it in
reducing atmosphere of H2 gas. For most other metals this
not possible, and surface studies will require UHV tec
niques.

We begin in Sec. II with a discussion of the sample pre
ration procedure, UHV chamber and surface cleaning, liq
spectrometer, and the use of various x-ray techniques
probe curved surfaces. Since results from the elementa
surface at room and elevated temperature have been
cussed elsewhere,21,34Sec. III provides only a brief summar
of the room-temperature results and a general discussio
the atomic layering in Ga. Section IV is devoted to expe
mental results recorded on the Ga-In eutectic alloy, wh
surface enrichment effects in the atomic layering can
clearly observed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental approach outlined here is based
UHV techniques and sputtering to ensure clean surfaces
x-ray reflectivity data to wave vectors as large asqz53.0
Å 21 to obtain angstrom-scale resolution.

A. Thin liquid samples

To obtain a stable reflection of x rays, electrons, etc., fr
a liquid surface, one must suppress the vibrations that a
from the coupling to equipment vibration and noise. Fo
shallow liquid Ga layer (;0.3 mm thick!, surface waves
with wavelengths significantly greater than 0.3 mm, or w
frequencies significantly less than;1 kHz, are attenuated by
viscous drag at the liquid/substrate interface.35 The UHV
chamber and associated goniometers are themse
mounted on an optical table whose resonant frequencies
well below 1 kHz. As a consequence, the table serves
attenuate the short-wavelength acoustic disturbances an
viscous drag of the thin film attenuates the long-wavelen
excitations.

For the case of liquid Ga and most other metals, the v
high surface tensions and any remnant oxide layer that ex
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15 876 55M. J. REGANet al.
at the liquid/substrate interface often prevent wetting fr
occurring on nonreactive substrates. In most cases, when
uid Ga is spread on a substrate, it dewets and forms sphe
droplets. A procedure was developed36,37 to overcome this
problem by sputter cleaning the surface of a water-coo
1.25-in-diameter Mo substrate in a dc glow discharge of
and then dropping the liquid Ga~99.99999% purity! through
the discharge and onto the glowing Mo. The Ga does
immediately wet the Mo surface but rather tends to form
large droplet, nearly covering the entire surface. With the
of glass wipers, it is straightforward to physically sweep e
cess Ga from covered spots to the bare regions while m
taining the glow discharge. This method leads to a thin
layer ,0.5 mm thick and contact angles as small as;10°
~as judged by eye!. The glow discharge is then turned off an
the chamber vented. The samples are extracted from
glass chamber and then frozen in a nitrogen environmen

B. Ultrahigh vacuum x-ray chamber

Before inserting a sample into the chamber, it is mel
and the surface is carefully swept with a clean glass slid
remove any macroscopic oxide particles. The liquid sam
is transported into the x-ray UHV chamber by first placing
into a load lock, and then transporting it to the UHV cha
ber. Surface oxides that form during transport, when
samples are exposed to air, are removed by sputtering
focused 2-keV/Ar ions.30 Due to the small sample size an
large ion beam cross-sectional area, the surface could
sputtered clean without recourse, to a mechanical wiper.38 As
noted by others,39 the surface impurities that lie outside th
local sputtered area readily migrate into the region be
cleaned, are broken up, and ultimately completely sputte
off the Ga surface. Additional information and details of t
UHV chamber and sample cleaning procedure have b
given elsewhere.36

C. Liquid surface spectrometer

To obtain the high x-ray intensity required for these me
surements, the wiggler beamline X-25 at the National S
chrotron Light Source was used.40 As a consequence of th
high heat load (;200 W/mm2) of the incident beam on the
monochromator,41 methods and techniques were develop
in the construction and use of a white-beam liqu
reflectometer.42 We used a single-reflection, water-coole
Ge~220! crystal to select the x-ray wavelength as well as
deflect the beam downward to a desired angle of incide
a with respect to the horizontal liquid surface. The x-r
energy was set to 18 986 eV (l50.6532 Å! by rotating the
monochromator about a vertical axis and setting it to
K-absorption edge of a Nb foil. An energy resolution of 1
eV was determined from the width of the absorption edg

Several combinations of beam divergences and slit
tings were tested for these reflectivity studies, since, as
be discussed below, careful control of the beam footprint
the surface is necessary to understand and characteriz
influence of sample curvature. Generally, we found tha
highly convergent beam, with as small a spot size at
sample as possible, works best. Upstream apertures
used to limit the vertical and horizontal beam divergen
which were set to 0.1 and 0.5 mrad, respectively. The
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tance between the monochromator crystal and liquid sam
is ;600 mm; approximately halfway between the two a
the incident slits, which were typically set at 0.07 mm ver
cal by 1 mm horizontal. Immediately downstream of the
cident slits is an ion chamber that serves as a monitor of
x-ray flux incident on the sample. Given the beam div
gence and location of the incident slits, the beam heigh
the sample position is typicallyh;0.1 mm. The scattering
from the sample is recorded with a scintillator detect
;600 mm from the sample surface. The spectrometer re
lution is determined by a combination of the size of t
illuminated spot on the sample and the detector slits, wh
were typically set at 1 mm vertical by 4 mm horizontal.

D. Reflectivity off curved surfaces

Although relatively flat liquid metal samples have be
obtained, appreciable curvature still exists and complica
the reflectivity method that has been applied successfull
the past to uniformly flat liquid surfaces. A modified metho
adapted to curved surfaces, was therefore developed an
described. Figure 1~a! illustrates the curved liquid surfac
kinematics. The height of the incident beam ish, which
makes an anglea to the horizontal. Since the transvers
width of the beam is small, the sample curvature norma
the reflection plane can be neglected. We first discuss
kinematics of a single ray. Consider the ray that strikes
sample at the highest point where the local normal is verti

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the curved liquid surface k
nematics~curvature exaggerated for clarity!. The x-ray footprint on
the liquid surface strikes the surface where the local normal is a
angle n to the vertical, withr the local radius of curvature. To
profile the reflection,b scans~in the plane of reflection! and 2u
scans~normal to the plane of reflection! are used.~b! Reciprocal
space picture of the specular reflectivity and bulk scattering from
liquid metal. The broad ring represents the isotropic scattering fr
the first peak in the bulk liquid structure factor. The plane of refle
tion is the qy-qz plane, and the specular condition is whe
qx5qy50.
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55 15 877X-RAY REFLECTIVITY STUDIES OF LIQUID METAL . . .
By changing the sample vertical positions, the position
where the beam strikes the liquid surface moves off of
top to a point where the local normal makes an anglen(s) to
the vertical~within the plane of incidence!. The specularly
reflected x ray leaves this point making an ang
b5a12n(s) to the horizontal and wave-vector transf
qz'(4p/l)sin@(a1b)/2#. Throughout this work, the refer
ence frame is defined so thatqz is normal to the curved
liquid surface. Thus, the orientation ofq, relative to the ver-
tical, depends on the extent of curvature and the location
the incident beam on the curved sample. Since the b
height at the sample positionh illuminates a footprint length
on the sample ofh/sin(a), the angle of the surface norma
will vary by dn'h/@rsin(a)#, wherer is the local curvature.
Neglecting the small divergence and nonuniformity of t
incident beam, the full width at half maximum of the r
flected beam will thus beDb'h/@rsin(a)#.

Consider an incident angle on the order of 3°~nominal
qz51 Å21) with the beam height at the sample positi
adjusted to be typicallyh50.1 mm~determined by the inci-
dent slit height, beam divergence, and distance from slit
sample!. Under these conditions the beam footprint on t
curved surface extends;2 mm in the plane of incidence
For a drop with a local radius of curvaturer;200 mm,
which is typical at the top of the Ga drops studied here,
orientation of the surface normal then varies by;9.5 mrad
~0.55°) over the illuminated area. This is almost two ord
of magnitude larger than the angular divergence of the in
dent beam, and aside from setting a practical limitation
the experimental resolution, it presents other complicatio
Since for an ideal flat surface the reflectivity varies
1/qz

4 , even small errors in the sample height yield significa
variations in reflected signal.

A second difficulty is the subtraction of diffuse scatteri
from the bulk liquid. Figure 1~b! illustrates the significance
of the bulk scattering in reciprocal space. The shaded con
region centered on theqz axis is the locus of points wher
specular reflection could be observed for a curved sam
illuminated with a finite footprint. The broad spherical she
whose intersection with the coordinate planes is shown
thick black stripes, denotes the first peak in the bulk liqu
structure factorS(q). For a given incident anglea the specu-
lar reflection is centered at aqz'(4p/l)sin(a). To isolate
the specular reflection from the diffuse background, two d
ferent scans were used to profile the reflected beam~see Fig.
1!. The first type is ab scan in which the detector height
scanned within the plane of incidence (2u50°), with the
incident anglea fixed. In this case, the scan is entirely in th
qy-qz plane, and the specular condition is met for a range
b surroundingqy50. For a flat sample this occurs whe
b5a. For a curved sample, specular reflection is obser
over the range defined byb5a12n(r ), wheren(r ) varies
across the beam footprint. The other measurement is au
scan, which is a scan through the plane of reflection (a and
b fixed!. Neglecting sample curvature over the width of t
beam, specular reflection for this scan is achieved
2u50, or qx50.

A b scan through pointP in Fig. 1~b! cuts through the
shaded region at an angle and gives rise to a spectrum
that shown in Fig. 2~a! for a52.3°. The broken line in Fig.
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2~a! represents diffuse scattering from either bulk scatter
or the various x-ray windows of the reflectometer. The lo
radius of curvature is calculated to ber;360 mm, which is
one of the flattest samples we have obtained~typical values
range fromr;100–350 mm!. Figure 2~b! shows a 2u scan
through the same pointP as illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. In this
case the only feature of the spectrum that is sensitive to
sample curvature is the peak height which, in absolute un
is identical to that of theb scan of Fig. 2~a!, as is indeed
observed. The line shape in Fig. 2~b! corresponds to the ex
pected two-slit resolution shape for the known incident a
detector slits. For this incident angle, neither theb nor 2u
scans record significant intensity from the diffuse scatter
associated with the bulk liquid; however, at larger ang
when P approaches the point where the specular and b
diffuse scattering cross, theb and 2u scans are essential fo
separation of their relative contributions to the measured
tensity. This will be discussed below in connection with F
4.

To ensure that measurements were obtained on the
most and therefore flattest region of the sample, theb scans
were recorded for a series of sample heightss for a given
a, thereby moving the beam footprint systematically acro
the Ga surface and sampling regions of different local c
vature. For each heights the individualb scans have been fi
to a model consisting of a Gaussian peak43 and quadratic
background. The form for the Gaussian peak, which rep
sents the intensity distribution of the specular reflect
@ I b-scan(b)#, is thus modeled as

FIG. 2. ~a! b scan for a small incident angle
(a52.3°, qz50.782 Å21) where there is little bulk scattering
The dashed line is a fit to the diffuse scattering, and the solid lin
the superposition of a Gaussian function and a quadratic b
ground. ~b! Corresponding scan through the plane of reflect
~scan 2u; b set at the specular condition!.
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I b-scan~b!5
I ~s!V res

A2pf~s!
expF2

@b2bmax~s!#2

2f~s!2 G , ~1!

where f(s)5Db(s)/@2A2ln(2)# is the Gaussian width in
degrees andbmax(s) is the peak position. In view of the fac
that the measured intensity distribution,I b-scan, is actually a
convolution of the differential scattering cross section with
resolution function, the reflectivity is obtained by either dig
tally integrating the scan or otherwise performing a dec
volution that would relate the reflectivity to the peak
I b-scan. In our case, the sample curvature leads to a wi
f(s) that is much broader than the resolutio
V res5(180/p)(Ddet/Ldet) ~in degrees! with Ldet;600 mm
the distance from the sample to detector. As a result,
deconvolution can be performed trivially, with the measur
intensity related to the absolute reflectivity,I (s), through
multiplication byV res, as shown in Eq.~1!.

Figure 3 illustrates the results of these fits for varyi
sample height and an incident anglea53.1°. The fact that
the Gaussian widthf varies with sample height illustrate
that the sample curvature is not constant~to first order in
s). The local curvaturer (s), calculated fromDb and the
footprint length, is 350 mm at the top of this Ga drop a
decreased to 225 mm for distances up to61 cm from the
center. To first order, the average radius of curvaturer c is
obtained from Fig. 3~b! as the slope,dbmax/ds'1/(r ca),
which leads tor c;350 mm at the drop of the top. There
good agreement between the local radius of curvature
the average curvature. Althoughf(s) andbmax(s) depend on
the curvature, its background-subtracted integral does
The reflectivity R for a given qz(a,s)5(4p/l)sin@$a
1bmax(s)%/2#, is then the integralI (s), normalized to the in-

FIG. 3. Illustration of the analysis ofb scans as a function o
sample heights for a53.1°, as discussed in text.~a! Gaussian
width of the central peakf(s); ~b! position of reflectionbmax(s)
compared to that expected for constant curvature~dashed line!; and
~c! integrated intensity compared to Fresnel theory~solid! and
model ~dashed!.
-

h
,

e
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nd

ot.

cident intensity. It is assumed in this analysis that the refl
tivity is a slowly varying function over the width of theb
scan. The data in Fig. 3~c!, obtained from the integrated are
of the Gaussian, agrees reasonably well with the calcula
Fresnel reflectivity for the measured values ofa and bmax
~solid line!; however, the dashed line with somewhat bet
agreement is obtained from the model reflectivities~dis-
cussed below!.

The analysis is more subtle at larger values ofqz since
diffuse scattering from the bulk liquid becomes apprecia
and even dominant. Figure 4~a! shows the result of ab scan
ata57.4°, where the specular signal is superimposed on
peak from the bulk scattering, described by the liquid str
ture factorS(q). SinceS(q) is isotropic, as illustrated by the
heavy lines in Fig. 1~a!, whereas the reflection signal is con
fined to the lineq5(0,0,qz), the obvious method to distin
guish the specular reflection fromS(q) is to move the detec-
tor off the specular condition, normal to the plane
reflection, by several resolution widths. In this case, the i
tropic bulk scattering is essentially unchanged, whereas
reflection strongly depends on the orientation ofq. The inset
to Fig. 4~a! illustrates that it is straightforward to discer
S(q) from the reflection by utilizing 2u scans. When the

FIG. 4. ~a! Illustration of the first method to isolate and quanti
the reflectivity in the presence of significant bulk scattering. T
broad peak is the first peak in the bulk liquid structure factor, a
the smaller peak is from the reflection of x rays from the liqu
surface (a57.4°). The 2u scans illustrate that forb57.9° the
scattering is isotropic~bulk!, and forb57.4° the scattering is made
up in part by a component confined to the plane of reflection. T
vertical lines mark the position inb where the 2u scans of the inset
were taken.~b! Illustration of a second method to isolate and qua
tify the reflectivity in the presence of significant bulk scatterin
The difference between the data measured in the plane of refle
and that offset by 2u560.35° and averaged leads to a well-defin
peaked function that is modeled here as a Gaussian function.
difference is offset in the intensity by 1.531027 for clarity.
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55 15 879X-RAY REFLECTIVITY STUDIES OF LIQUID METAL . . .
detector is moved from the specular conditionb57.4° to the
off-specular conditionb57.9°, all of the measured intensit
is due to the first peak in the bulkS(q). Consequently, the
2u scan yields only a slightly curved background, with littl
if any, surface scattering. Conversely, when the detector
the position to observe specular reflection, the 2u scan
(b57.4°) results in a resolution limited peak above a sim
larly curved background. By comparing the relative amp
tude changes in the 2u scans while systematically varyin
a and s, one can obtain quantitative information about t
strength of the reflection as a function ofqz . Since this
method relies on the assumption that the local curvature d
not vary over an appreciable range ins ~changes in footprint
location are less than 5 mm!, it has been used only in th
presence of strong bulk scattering where the first peak
S(q) significantly overlaps the specular peak in theb scans.

In this study, most of the reflectivity data were obtain
by carrying outb scans through the specular condition and
displaced 2u as shown in Fig. 4~b!. At 2u560.35° the de-
tector does not accept any specular signal and theb scan
measures only the bulk diffuse scattering, which is ess
tially constant for small variations in 2u. Consequently, the
independently measured data for the bulk scattering at s
offset angles in 2u was used to carefully measure and su
tract the bulk scattering background in ab scan. Figure 4~b!
illustrates the results from ab scan, both in the plane o
reflection and offset by 2u560.35°. The difference is the
surface signal, which we have modeled as a Gaussian
superimposed on a linear background.43 For this sample,
Db indicates thatr;150 mm as compared tor;350 mm
calculated for the Ga sample in Fig. 4~b!; however, the inte-
grated intensities are in good agreement@Fig. 5~a!#.

Finally, it should be mentioned that it is difficult to obta

FIG. 5. ~a! Reflectivity for liquid gallium normalized by the
Fresnel reflectivity:h, from integrating theb scans,m, from a
relative comparison with 2u scans.~b! Corresponding electron den
sity profiles for liquid gallium at room temperature.
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data at small incident angles where the footprint extends
nificantly on the curved surface. In this case, the x-ray fo
print samples regions of curvature that, at one end of
footprint, lead to incident angles close to the critical ang
and at the other end may be 5–10 times the critical an
The constant curvature hypothesis is no longer valid, wh
complicates the analysis. The low-angle method of Kaw
motoet al.30 was in fact used, but the best solution would
to obtain a large, flat sample where careful low-angle m
surements can be directly obtained.

III. PURE GALLIUM

A compilation of the reflectivity data that have obtaine
for several liquid Ga samples is illustrated in Fig. 5~a!. For
clarity, the data have been normalized by the theoret
Fresnel reflectivity (Rf) of a perfectly sharp step-functio
interface and show no appreciable deviation from Fres
theory except forqz.2.0 Å21, where a well-defined maxi-
mum is evident. At large wave vectors where the bulk sc
tering is appreciable, there is good agreement of data
lected from both theb and 2u scans. Aside from the known
bulk electron densityr` , the ratioR/Rf can be generally
described by as few as four parameters in real space w
describe the amplitude, decay length, and spacing of
electron density oscillations into the bulk liquid, and the i
terfacial roughness. These data have been the subject
previous publication,21 and only a brief summary with fur-
ther clarification of the mathematical details is presen
here. Although a number of density models can be c
structed with additional parameters that lead to even be
agreement with the data, without additional data at la
qz , it is not possible to determine much more than the ba
features of the layering profile.

For qz larger than 4–5 times the critical wave vect
qc , whereqc50.0483 Å21 for gallium, R/Rf is related to
the average electron density along the surface norm
^r(z)&, by44

R~qz!

Rf~qz!
'U 1r`

E d^r~z!&
dz

eiqzzdzU2. ~2!

Typically, the density profile is constructed from a physic
model for^r(z)&, inserted in Eq.~2!, and fitted to the reflec-
tivity to extract the parameters which best describe the d
Two levels of modeling are discussed here. The first i
simple continuous model for the density, treating the den
oscillations and the liquid-vapor transition width on a pure
phenomenological level without reference to its atomistic
ture. On a more fundamental level, a second model consi
the atomic nature of matter, and is based on a detailed ato
description of the layered atoms and the atomic form fac

A simple continuous model, similar to previous ones us
for liquid crystal surfaces,25 is based on an error-functio
interfacial profile~width s and offset byz0) modulated by
an exponentially decaying sine wave:

^r~z!&
r`

5
1

2S 11erfFz2z0
s G D1u~z!Asin~2pz/d!e2z/j.

~3!
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u(z) is the Heaviside step function,d the interlayer spacing
j the exponential decay length, andA an amplitude. It is
straightforward to compute the reflectivity for this model:

R~qz!

Rf~zz!
UexpS iqzz02s2qz

2

4 D 1
4pqz

2A

jdD
2 i

2pqzAC

dD
U2, ~4!

with C5(1/j214p2/d22qz
2) and D5C214qz

2/j2. The
best-fit profile is shown in Fig. 5~a! ~solid line!, with
d52.5660.01 Å, j55.860.4 Å, A50.2060.02,
s50.5060.04 Å, andz0520.2460.06 Å.45 The electron-
density profile is illustrated in Fig. 5~b!; density profiles
computed within the error bars of the parameters are in
tinguishable in the figure.

Similar results are obtained with the distorted crystall
model.20,21,34This model assumes basically a layer orde
structure, where the surface layers become increasingly
ordered with distance from the surface plane~i.e., the root-
mean displacement of the layerss j increases with depth into
the bulk liquid ass j

25scw
2 1 j s̄2 with s̄ a measure of the

increasing root-mean displacement as the density approa
the bulk liquid andscw a displacement common to eac
layer!. With the spacingd between layers fixed, the electro
density profile is

^r~z!&5
nGad

A2p
(
j50

`
1

s j
expF2~z2 jd !2

2s j
2 G ^ fGa~z!, ~5!

wherenGa is the number density of atoms in bulk liquid G
and the Gaussian constructed layered profile is convolu
~i.e., ^ ) with the Ga atomic density distribution,fGa(z). The
reflectivity is

R~qz!

Rf~qz!
5U f ~qz!qzdZ U2 e2qz

2scw
2

u12eiqzd2qz
2s̄2/2u2

, ~6!

with Z the atomic number andf (qz) the Ga atomic form
factor. Figure 5~b! shows the best fit~dashed line! of this
model: d52.5160.01 Å, scw50.7960.01 Å, and
s̄50.3960.01 Å.45

Analysis with either model leads to similar electron de
sity profiles@Fig. 5~b!# and essentially the same results. T
interlayer spacingd is ;10% less than the near-neighb
spacing in the bulk liquid, which is expected from the stac
ing of neighboring layers, and is consistent with ne
neighbor distances in crystalline Ga. The layering extends
exponential decay length of;6 Å into the bulk liquid which
corresponds to;3 atomic diameters. This is approximate
twice the decay length that has been measured for liquid
at room temperature.20 Although the origin of the difference
is not understood, it may be a result of a reduced orde
tendency of Hg, manifested by the higher vapor pressure
lower surface tension, or an increased ordering at the liq
Ga surface that is manifested in the relatively high degre
covalent bonding which is observed in bulk liquid Ga.46–48

For the distorted crystal model, the electron density p
file can be interpreted as a local structure that is broade
by thermally induced capillary waves, denoted by the co
mon displacementscw . Recent experiments on the temper
ture dependence of the layering for liquid Ga indicate t
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the prominent layering peak atqz52.4 Å21 decreases dra
matically upon heating from room temperature to 170 °C34

The peak width, however, stays unchanged, indicating
the layering decay length is temperature independent.
origin of the change can be fully accounted for by the te
perature dependence of capillary-wave-induced surf
roughness.

The capillary contribution is determined by balancing t
thermal energykBT with the surface tensiong and gravity.
The temperature dependence of the capillary width follow
simple form,

scw
2 5s0

21
kBT

2pg
lnS kmaxkmin

D , ~7!

with s0 an intrinsic contribution.
18,19The logarithmic term in

Eq. ~7! arises from integration of the 1/k2 dependence in the
thermal expectation value of the mean-square amplitude
thermal capillary wave of wave vectork. For infinitely sharp
angular resolutionDb and an ideal flat surface, the shor
and long-wavelength cutoffs,kmax andkmin , respectively, are
determined by the molecular sized(kmax5p/d51.26 Å21)
and gravity (kmin}ADrg/g with Dr the mass density differ-
ence between the liquid and vapor!. However, for the presen
x-ray measurements carried out on a curved sample,
smallest wave vectors that can be measured are limited
sample curvature,kmin5Dbqz/2. SinceDb is determined by
the local radius of curvature (r;150 mm!, the beam height
at the sample position (h;0.1 mm!, and incident anglea,
this leads tokmin52ph/(rl)50.0064 Å21, independent of
qz . From the Ga surface tension49 and the experimental reso
lution, we calculate the capillary wave contribution wi
s050.3760.027 Å, and the other parameters,d and s̄ , are
unchanged. The reflectivity data are well described over
entire measured temperature range~i.e., up to 170 °C!.34

These results indicate that even on an atomic length scale
liquid metal surface is extremely flat with a measurab
roughness that is fully accounted for by the broadening
pected from capillary wave theory.

Finally, we note that our results are in qualitative agre
ment with computer simulations which predict a similar
layered profile that extends 3–4 atomic diameters into
bulk.11 However, the measured layering amplitudes are s
nificantly underestimated by existing theory and simulatio
Comparison of the results with theory, and in particular w
the simulations done for gallium and other liquid metals,
complicated by the fact that molecular simulations are p
formed on relatively small model systems that necessa
cut off the long-wavelength capillary waves. In order
make the comparison with any particular simulation, w
have used the measured parameters (d,s0,s̄ ) that best fit the
Ga data along with a long-wavelength cutoffkmin given by
p/L whereL is the length scale of the particular simulatio
When the comparison is made in this way, the amplitudes
the resultant surface oscillations from our measurement
significantly larger than that obtained by theory5–10 or
simulations11–16 for any liquid metal investigated, excep
Hg.12 The simulations for gallium itself underestimate th
measured amplitudes by a factor of 2.11 Although the ampli-
tudes of the predicted surface oscillations for liquid Hg a
comparable to what we observe for Ga, they are not con
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tent with the measured amplitudes for Hg, which are 5
smaller than that for Ga. Further details are given in Ref.

IV. LIQUID Ga-In EUTECTIC

We have also applied these x-ray techniques to investi
atomic layering and surface enrichment at the surface
liquid metal alloy. Measurements were obtained on the liq
Ga-In alloy at the eutectic composition~16.5 at. % In; melt-
ing point at 15.7 °C!. Other groups have also utilized x-ra
scattering and reflectivity methods in the study of very dilu
concentrations of Bi in liquid Ga.50,51 Gibbs52 showed that
any component that lowers the surface energy will neces
ily segregate to the surface. For an ideal binary mixtu
where the chemical interaction between atoms is weak
there is little heat of mixing, the surface enrichment is ty
cally from the component with the lowest surface tensi
One would thus anticipate a surface enrichment of In
Ga-In alloy, owing to the;30% smaller surface tension o
In than Ga~at the melting points!. The surface composition
of In atoms,xs , can be computed from the Gibbs adsorpti
rule, where the surface energies between the two compon
are balanced:

gGa1
RT

AGa
lnS 12xs

12xb
D5g In1

RT

AIn
lnS x1s

xb
D , ~8!

with g i andAi the surface tension and molecular areas of
components, respectively, andxb the In concentration in the
bulk. For the Ga-In eutectic composition, the prediction
the surface concentration is;80 at. % In. It is well known
that there exists a large positive heat of mixing in the liqu
and solid Ga-In system, and consequently Eq.~8! underesti-
mates the extent of the In enrichment.53 Ion scattering and
Auger spectroscopy results support this view indicating t
the surface of the eutectic alloy is at least 94 at. % In.53

X-ray reflectivity results are consistent with these obs
vations of an enrichment of In atoms at the surface. Fig
6~a! illustrates the reflectivity results for the Ga-In eutec
alloy at room and at an elevated temperature, along with
Fresnel theory for the eutectic composition. The Fresnel
flectivity is computed using a density for the eutectic tha
a linear function of the composition, which is a comm
assumption.1 We have used a number density for liquid G
of nGa50.0527 atom/Å3, which is the value at the melting
point. Since In melts at 156 °C, it is not clear what value
use for the In density, so we have varied the In num
density in the fitting procedures and find thatnIn50.0376
atom/Å3 works well. This is the average of the values co
puted for liquid In at its melting point~0.0369 atom/Å3) and
for crystalline In~0.0383 atom/Å3). These values lead to
critical wave vector for the eutectic ofqc50.0487 Å21. Al-
though the density of some liquid alloys shows a deviat
from the linear relationship, it is usually no more tha
64%.1 Such small deviations changeRf only marginally
and do not affect the conclusions drawn here.

The peak in the reflectivity, nearqz;2.3 Å21, is an un-
ambiguous indication of atomic layering at the liquid/vap
interface with an interlayer spacingd;2.7 Å. For the data
collected at room temperature, however, there is an imp
tant difference from that recorded for elemental Ga. The l
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qz data (,1.5 Å21) are consistently greater than theRf by
;25%, which is an indication that a more dense layer ex
on the surface. The models discussed previously canno
the data; neither the exponentially decaying sine model
the distorted crystal model, as constructed, can produc
reflectivity that fits the peak atqz;2.3 Å21 and still produce
a reflectivity greater thenRf for qz,1.5 Å21. However,
simple modifications to the distorted crystal model, whe
segregation of In to the surface can be modeled as an ex
density, lead to excellent agreement with the data as sh
in Fig. 6~b!.

We have pursued two surface segregation models:
with a finite number of In-enriched layers at the surface a
the other with a surface enrichment defined by an expon
tial concentration gradient. To make the discussion clear,
develop each of the models in detail. For an alloy, the d
sity profile can be constructed in terms of the contribution
each element to each of the layers:

^r~z!&5
d

A2p
(
j50

`
1

s j
@nGa~ j ! fGa~z!1nIn~ j ! f In~z!#

^expF2~z2 jd !2

2s j
2 G , ~9!

with d ands j defined similarly as for pure Ga andf In(z) and
fGa(z) the electron density distributions for atomic In an
Ga, respectively. The number densities in each layer

FIG. 6. ~a! Measured reflectivity curve for the liquid Ga-In eu
tectic alloy at room temperature and 86°C~all data fromb scans!.
The Fresnel reflectivity is denoted by a solid line.~b! Reflectivity
data normalized by the Fresnel theory. The data have been fit to
two models discussed in the text, and there is good agreement
a density profile that is layered, with the topmost layer In atoms
the subsequent layers at the Ga-In bulk composition. The fit to
data worsens if additional In layers are included~e.g., withN52 or
N53 In layers!, so that these are clearly inappropriate.
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given bynIn( j )5xjnIn andnGa( j )5(12xj )nGa, with xj the
concentration of In in thej th layer. Of course it is possible t
construct more elaborate models that include additional
rameters and are specific to each atom type. The ra
simple form of the data, the similarity of the diameters f
Ga and In~differ only by;15%), and the good fits that ca
be accomplished with the present models suggest, howe
that more complicated variations of the present model are
necessary here.

As a first example, suppose the topN layers consist of an
In-enriched liquid of uniform compositionxs , with the un-
derlying layers held at the bulk eutectic composition,xb . In
this scenario, we have

xj5H xs , j50,1,2,. . . ,N21

xb50.165, j>N.
~10!

It is straightforward to compute the reflectivity from Eqs.~9!
and ~10! in the kinematical approximation@Eq. ~2!#, assum-
ing as for pure Ga that the depth dependence of the m
square displacement of the layers follows a simple fo
namely, s j

25scw
2 1 j s̄2. Figure 6~b! shows the fit of this

model to the eutectic data recorded at room temperat
leading toN51 layer,d52.5960.01 Å, s̄50.4460.01 Å,
scw50.8360.01 Å, andxs50.9720.1160.03. The fit wors-
ens considerably with additional In-enriched layers~e.g.,
N52 or N53); these can be clearly ruled out, as shown
Fig. 6~b!, since they lead to oscillations at smallqz which are
not evident in the data. Figure 7 shows the density profi
generated from these fits, where there is a density exce
the topmost layer from the In enrichment. It should be m
tioned that the value forxs can be varied so that the surfac
is entirely In or;86 at. % In with little change in the quality
of the fits. This is due to the similarity between the In and
electron densities, which differ by only 10%. Anomalo
reflectivity experiments, which employ the large variation
the dispersion correction tof (q) with energy near an absorp
tion edge, may presumably allow a more accurate dete
nation of the surface composition. Finally, without addition

FIG. 7. Models of the electron density profile for the liqu
gallium-indium eutectic at room temperature and 87 °C compa
to that for pure gallium. For a given temperature, the two mod
discussed in the text lead to eutectic density profiles that are in
tinguishable in the figure. An enrichment effect in the topmost la
is clearly noticeable.
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low qz data, one cannot rule out more elaborate surface
richment models. For example, it is possible to fit the d
over the measuredqz range to a model withN535 In layers.
These models are not physically justified, however, since
well known from Auger and ion scattering data53 that the
enrichment does not extend more than a few layers into
bulk liquid. Thus, the profiles that fit the reflectivity da
with more than 3–4 In layers can be excluded, but this s
needs to be pursued with collection of low-qz data on flat
samples.

At higher temperatures (T586 °C!, there is a large de-
crease in the amplitude of theR/Rf ratio, especially near the
peak position, with essentially no change in the full width
half maximum. The constant width indicates that the layer
decay length is not significantly affected by temperature a
the peak height reduction is found to agree with the pred
tion of capillary wave theory. The same behavior was o
served for pure Ga as well.34 The best-fit results at this tem
perature lead toN51, d52.6060.01 Å, scw50.9360.01
Å, s̄50.4060.01 Å, andxs50.9160.17. The results indi-
cate that for the measured range there is no temperature
pendence of the In enrichment, modeled here as the num
of In enriched surface layers. Figure 7 illustrates the sub
difference between the two profiles, where the layering
higher temperatures is broadened by the additional displ
ment from capillary waves, but itsz range remains un-
changed.

A second model was investigated, also a modification
the distorted crystal model, that led to essentially the sa
results. The In surface enrichment is modeled as a con
tration gradient that starts with a topmost layer of In ato
that decays to the eutectic composition in the bulk ove
length scale defined byj. That is, the concentration in laye
j is given by

xj5xb1e2 jd/j~12xb!. ~11!

The reflectivity for this model is readily determined from E
~2!, again assumings j

25scw
2 1 j s̄2. Figure 6~b! shows the

fits of this model to the eutectic data, which is indistinguis
able from the fit to the previous model@Eq. ~10!#. The best fit
to the data givesj50.8960.92 Å, with the other parameter
(d,scw,s̄ ) within the error bars of the previous fit. At 86
°C, similar results to the previous model are obtained
well, with j51.761.2 Å, and are indistinguishable in Figs.
and 7.

The models lead to the same basic conclusion: only
topmost layer is In rich and the underlying layers are at
bulk eutectic composition, leading to a rather sharp com
sition change between thej50 and j51 layers. For the
concentration gradient model in particular, the decay len
is so short that by thej51 layer, the concentration is ap
proximately 21 at. % In, very close to the 16.5 at. % In bu
composition. At higher temperatures, we observe that
local layering profile is basically unchanged as in the case
pure Ga, with capillary waves uniformly smearing the pr
file. Finally, it should be noted that if one models the surfa
excess as that arising from a monolayer of Ga instead of
then the fit is considerably worse. In this scenario, since
Ga electron density is smaller at the surface than the den
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of the eutectic bulk, theR/Rf for qz,1.5 Å21 is less than 1,
not greater, as exhibited by the data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, x-ray reflectivity has been used to inves
gate atomic layering at the free surfaces of liquid Ga and
the Ga-In eutectic alloy. For both systems, a peak in
reflectivity at largeqz has been observed, which is a cle
signature of surface-induced atomic layering. For these m
surements, special efforts have been made through the u
UHV conditions and sputtering to ensure clean surfaces.
find that the layering extends;3–4 atomic diameters into
the bulk liquid. In a separate publication we have shown t
this penetration into the bulk is insensitive to temperature34

Structural data on the Ga-In eutectic alloy indicate qu
clearly an In surface enrichment effect that is restricted to
top monolayer, with the remaining layers at essentially
bulk eutectic composition.

Our results lead to a number of interesting questions t
need to be investigated further. For example, it is not cl
why the measured amplitudes of the layering oscillations
so much greater than that predicted in analytical theory5–10

and simulations.11–13,15,16There are a number of discrepan
cies between different published theoretical density profi
both in the amplitude of the oscillations and in the extent
the layering into the bulk liquid, and the present experime
tal results should help guide future theoretical efforts. In a
dition it is not clear that the observed layering is ubiquito
to all liquid metals and we have already seen basic diff
ences between the surface profiles of liquid Hg and both p
Ga and the Ga-In eutectic. It is therefore important to exte
the present meager body of measurements to other liq
ti-
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metals. Unfortunately, an extension of these measureme
to higher melting point metals~e.g., Au, Pt! or those with a
relatively small surface tension~e.g., Cs!, may not be
straightforward. The capillary wave contribution in thes
cases will be much greater than for Ga or the Ga-In eutec
It is not clear if the capillary widths will dominate and com
pletely smear the layering profiles for these metals or if t
intrinsic profile will compensate and lead to a strong layeri
as we observe for Ga at room temperature.

The methods developed and presented here are applic
to any surface that exhibits a relatively small radius of cu
vature. With careful tracking of the reflected x-ray beam,
the beam footprint samples different regions of the surface
is possible to determine the local and average radii of cur
ture in addition to the local structural characteristics of t
surface probed by the x rays. In general, the methods utiliz
here can also be extended to other types of measurem
~e.g., electron-based methods! of curved surfaces like liquid
metals.
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